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ABSTRACT
The natural language processing (NLP) field entails the applica-
tion of a broad range of computational approaches to the automatic
analysis and representation of human language. It’s a field of ar-
tificial intelligence in which computers analyze, understand, and
derive meaning information from human language in a smart and
useful way. A large percentage of NLP applications are used to
organize and structure knowledge in order to perform tasks such
as automatic summarization, translation, named entity recognition,
relationship extraction, sentiment analysis, speech recognition, and
topic segmentation. The paper goes through different NLP architec-
tures that can perform such tasks. Various architectures have been
discussed in detail, such as CNN, RNN, LSTM, and GRU. Addi-
tionally, we cover NLP Techniques such as Morphological Analy-
sis, Semantic Analysis, Sentiment Analysis, Keyword Extraction,
Stemming, and Lemmatization. There are also several limitations
of this methodology. Almost every industry uses NLP. NLP plays
a major role in many fields like Health care, Information Retrieval,
and Web mining. We finally gave a brief review on different NLP
topics and future research.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Natural language processing (NLP) refers to computer systems that
analyze, attempt to understand, or produce one or more human lan-
guages, such as English, Japanese, Italian, or Russian[1]. It is a
computerized approach to analyzing text that is based on both a
set of theories and a set of technologies.[2] suggests a definition of
Natural Language Processing as “A theoretically motivated range
of computational techniques for analyzing and representing natu-
rally occurring texts at one or more levels of linguistic analysis
for the purpose of achieving human-like language processing for
a range of tasks or applications.” Naturally occurring texts can be
of any language, mode, genre, etc. The texts can be oral or writ-
ten. The only requirement is that they be in a language used by
humans to communicate with one another. Also, the text being an-
alyzed should not be specifically constructed for the purpose of the
analysis, but rather that the text be gathered from actual usage. [2]

2. HISTORY OF NLP
The development of Natural Language Processing is divided into
4 phases.[3] The late 1940s to 1960s, 1960s to 1970s, 1970s to
1980s, and 1980s onwards. The work of the first phase was fo-
cused on machine translation (MT). . Following a few early birds,
including Booth and Richens’ investigations and Weaver’s influen-
tial memorandum on translation of 1949 (Locke and Booth, 1955),
research on NLP began in earnest in the 1950s. Automatic trans-
lation from Russian to English, in a very rudimentary form and
limited experiment, was exhibited in the film-Georgetown Demon-
stration of 1954. [3]The Georgetown experiment in 1954 involved
the fully automatic translation of more than sixty Russian sentences
into English. The authors claimed that within three or five years,
machine translation would be a solved problem.[4]It is extremely
difficult to define how we would ever know that a system actually
“understands” language. For testing whether a system appears to
understand language by successfully performing its task. The Tur-
ing test (q.v.), proposed by Turing (1950) (reprinted in Computers
and Thought (1963)), has been the classical model.[1]. In this test,
the system must be indistinguishable from a human when both an-
swer arbitrary interrogation by a human over a terminal. Some no-
tably successful natural language processing systems developed in
the 1960s were SHRDLU, a natural language system working in
restricted ”block worlds” with restricted vocabularies, and ELIZA,
a simulation of a “Rogerian psychotherapist” written by Joseph
Weizenbaum between 1964 and 1966.[5]During the 1970s, many
programmers began to write ”conceptual ontologies”, which struc-
tured real-world information into computer-understandable data.
Examples are MARGIE (Schank, 1975), SAM (Cullingford, 1978),
PAM (Wilensky, 1978), TaleSpin (Meehan, 1976), QUALM (Lehn-
ert, 1977), Politics (Carbonell, 1979), and Plot Units (Lehnert
1981). During this time, the first many chatterbots were written.[5]

3. NLP ARCHITECTURES
Natural language processing (NLP) has benefited greatly from the
resurgence of deep neural networks (DNNs), due to their high per-
formance with less need for engineered features. There are two
main DNN architectures: convolutional neural network (CNN)[31]
and recurrent neural network (RNN) [32]. In order to overcome the
limitations of the basic RNN, gating mechanisms have been de-
veloped, resulting in two types of RNN: long short-term memory
(LSTM)and gated recurrent units (GRU).[33]
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3.1 Convolution Neural Network(CNN)

Fig. 1. CNN model

In deep learning, a convolutional neural network (CNN, or Con-
vNet) is a class of deep neural networks, most commonly ap-
plied to analyzing visual imagery. Most recently, however, Con-
volutional Neural Networks have also found prevalence in tack-
ling problems associated with NLP tasks like Sentence Classifica-
tion, Text Classification, Sentiment Analysis, Text Summarization,
Machine Translation, and Answer Relations. The use of CNNs for
sentence modeling traces back to Collobert and Weston [29]. This
work used multi-task learning to output multiple predictions for
NLP tasks such as POS tags, chunks, named-entity tags, semantic
roles, semantically-similar words, and a language model. The input
layer of the CNN in NLP has a sequence x with n entries (mostly
n-words). The input then goes through the Convolution layer and
then finally through the Max Pooling layer. Contextual information
in a sentence is significant to disambiguate the meaning of words.
For instance, the following two sentences “I slept deeply at night.”
and “I slept deeply halfway through this movie.” have the same
phrase “slept deeply” which should be recognized differently in
terms of sentimental meaning. While CNN’s hierarchical layers can
deal with low-to-high level information, it has limitations in captur-
ing the contextual meaning of words within the whole sentence be-
cause its architecture relies on the feed-forward hierarchical path,
particularly in the inference stage[34]. CNN-based framework to
solve a large number of NLP tasks. CNN has shown the power of
computer vision tasks and people are beginning to believe CNN’s
performance. CNN can extract salient N-Grams features from the
input sentence and create a sentence representation task for the la-
tent information semantics. [54]
As shown in the Figure 1[53], a text vector is passed as input to
the (7x5) sentence matrix. The convolution is performed at the in-

put vector level. Filters are applied to arbitrary word size windows
to produce new features. These feature vectors are then downsam-
pled using the pooling layer. In the last second layer, 6 vectors are
concatenated to form a fully connected vector. This is then ap-
plied to a softmax function to finally create an output layer of 2
classes.CNNs can also be used in classification tasks. In literature
[55], Kim used CNN in a sentence structure for the classification
task, including emotional and subjective classification. After a spe-
cific task is trained, the randomly initialized convolution kernel be-
comes an N-Grams feature detector that is specific to the target
task.

3.2 Recurrent neural networks (RNN)
A Recurrent Neural Network(RNN) is a deep learning model that
not only depends on the immediately previous value but the whole
sequence before the current stage.RNN is particularly well suited
for solving problems in which the sequence is of greater importance
than the individual elements themselves.RNNs are ideal for solving
problems where the sequence is more important than the individual
items themselves. An RNN is essentially a fully connected neural
network that contains a refactoring of some of its layers into a loop.
That loop is typically an iteration over the addition or concatenation
of two inputs, matrix multiplication, and a nonlinear function.[35]
RNN is mostly used in the context of speech processing and natu-
ral language processing [36, 37]. RNNs use sequential data in their
network. The embedded structure in the data sequence provides
valuable information, so this feature is essential to a range of ap-
plications. Understanding the context of a sentence, for example, is
crucial to understanding the meaning of a particular word within it.
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) offer advantages in select-
ing good features and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks
have proven good abilities to learn sequential data.[48]Among the
text usages, RNNs perform well at Sequence labeling, Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) text classification, Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) text generation.[52]

Fig. 2. RNN model

Figure 2[53] represents a One to Many RNN, it takes one input
and can produce multiple outputs. It is widely used in tasks such
as writing an essay on a given topic or generating a poem giving a
category. As the number of layers of RNNs increases, the loss land-
scape can become impossible to train, this is the vanishing gradient
problem. To solve this problem a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) or a
Long Term Short Term Memory (LSTM) network can be used.[52]



Fig. 3. RNN model for a text document

RNN can also be used in a named entity recognition system. Figure
3[70] depicts a model that has an input x and produces an output y.
In the named entity tagging context, x represents input features and
y represents tags. Figure 4 illustrates a named entity recognition
system in which each word is tagged with other (O) or one of four
entity types: Person (PER), Location (LOC), Organization (ORG),
and Miscellaneous (MISC). The sentence “EU rejects German call
to boycott British lamb” is tagged as B-ORG O B-MISC O O O B-
MISC O O, where B-, I- tags indicate beginning and intermediate
positions of entities [57]. An input layer represents features at time
t. It might be a one-hot encoding for word features, a dense vector
feature, or a sparse feature. An input layer is dimensionally equiv-
alent to the feature size. An output layer represents a probability
distribution over labels at time t [57].

3.3 Long Short Term Memory(LSTM)

Fig. 4. LSTM cell

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is an important subfield within
Machine Learning, and various deep learning architectures and pre-
processing techniques have led to many improvements. Long-short-
term memory (LSTM) is the most well-known architecture for time
series and textual data. Long short-term memory (LSTM) is an arti-
ficial recurrent neural network (RNN) architecture used in the field
of deep learning. Unlike standard feedforward neural networks,

LSTM has feedback connections. LSTMs are often used for time-
series data as they are equipped with an internal memory that can
remember important data from previous time steps. They can also
decide which data to ignore or forget when the model determines
they are not material to its output.[47] It can process not only single
data points (such as images) but also entire sequences of data (such
as speech or video). For example, LSTM is applicable to tasks such
as unsegmented, connected handwriting recognition, speech recog-
nition, and anomaly detection in network traffic or IDSs (intrusion
detection systems).[38]. LSTM networks attempt to improve on the
methods of naive RNN models, but we know that LSTM structures
still have many limitations. They do not work well enough when the
number of words, or the variability in word count between texts, is
high. [47]
Figure 4[71] shows a simple LSTM unit. It has a memory cell at
the top which helps to carry the information from a particular time
instance to the next time instance in an efficient manner. So, it is
able to remember a lot of information from previous states when
compared to RNN and overcomes the vanishing gradient problem.
Information might be added or removed from the memory cell with
the help of valves.[56]LSTM network is fed by input data from the
current time instance and output of hidden layers from the previ-
ous time instance. These two data passes through various activation
functions and valves in the network before reaching the output.[56]

Fig. 5. Bidirectional LSTM model

Figure 5[58] shows a bidirectional LSTM Model for text clas-
sification.Each word is transformed into its dense embedding
representation and is then being fed into two LSTM networks: 1)
left-to-right LSTM network, and 2) right-to-left LSTM network.
The outputs of the two networks (the LSTM hidden states) are
further concatenated and the classification is performed. When
applying this approach to text, a model learns from target word’s
prefix (left-to-right) and suffix (right-to left) contexts and performs



the final classification based on the jointly learned representation
of this context.[58]

3.4 Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)
Traditional RNN architectures suffer from the problem of vanish-
ing and exploding gradients [51], rendering optimization difficult
and prohibiting them from learning long-term dependencies. GRU
is one of the solutions presented for the problem. GRU or Gated
recurrent unit is an advancement of the standard RNN i.e recurrent
neural network. It was introduced by Kyunghyun Cho et al[49] in
the year 2014. The input and output structure of GRU is similar to
ordinary RNN, but its internal structure is similar to LSTM[50]

Fig. 6. CNN model

Figure 6[53] represents a GRU Cell.GRU consists of an additional
memory unit commonly referred to as an update gate or a reset gate.
Apart from the usual neural unit with sigmoid function and softmax
for output, it contains an additional unit with tanh as an activation
function. Tanh is used since its output can be both positive and neg-
ative hence can be used for both scaling up and down. The output
from this unit is then combined with the activation input to update
the value of the memory cell.[53]

Fig. 7. GRU cell model

Figure 7[59] shows how to classify text data that has multiple inde-
pendent labels. For classification tasks where there can be multiple

independent labels for each observation—for example, tags on a
scientific article—you can train a deep learning model to predict
probabilities for each independent class. To enable a network to
learn multilabel classification targets, you can optimize the loss of
each class independently using binary cross-entropy loss [59]. The
input is a word embedding that maps a sequence of words to a se-
quence of numeric vectors. Then a GRU operation is applied that
learns dependencies between the embedding vectors. Followed by
a max pooling operation that reduces a sequence of feature vectors
to a single feature vector. A fully connected layer that maps the fea-
tures to the binary outputs. Is put on top of it and finally a sigmoid
operation for learning the binary cross entropy loss between the
outputs and the target labels is present at the top and it produces
the probability of each word to be present in the particular class.
This probabilities are independent and thus may not sum to 1.[59]

4. NLP TECHNIQUES
4.1 Morphological Analysis
Natural Language Processing includes morphological analysis
among its initial methods. It is the process of identifying mor-
phemes(the smallest lexical element of a word) from which a given
word is constructed, for example, “foxes” is derived from “fox”.
Morphology is mainly useful for identifying the parts of speech in a
sentence and words that interact together.[21] Morphology is a sys-
tematic description of words in a natural language. It describes re-
lationships between lexical forms and words’ surface forms. Words
are analyzed into their surface form, which is their spoken or graph-
ical form, and then lexical form, which is the analysis of their lem-
mas (also known as their dictionary forms) and their grammatical
descriptions.[21]

4.2 Lexical semantic analysis
Natural language processing (NLP) is a popular application for ar-
tificial intelligence, helping machines to communicate in human
languages. Among various tasks, sentiment analysis is the basis of
many NLP problems. This involves creating a model that learns
the semantic value of each word and classifying a text according
to the overall mood valence.[47] Lexical semantics is a form of
Semantic Analysis. It examines the meanings of words individu-
ally. Lexical semantics is concerned with inherent aspects of word
meaning and the semantic relations between words, as well as the
ways in which word meaning is related to syntactic structure. It
includes words, sub-words, affixes (sub-units), compound words,
and phrases also. Lexical items include all the words, sub-words,
etc. As a result, we can define lexical semantics as the relationship
between lexical items, the meaning of sentences, and the syntax of
sentences.[22] Lexical Semantic Analysis involves the classifica-
tion of lexical items like words, sub-words, affixes, followed by the
decomposition of lexical items like words, sub-words, affixes. Dif-
ferences, as well as similarities between various lexical-semantic
structures, are also analyzed. The aim of lexical analysis is in Data
Cleaning and Feature Extraction with the help of techniques such
as Stemming, Lemmatization, and correction of Spellings.

4.3 Syntactic Analysis
Syntactic analysis or parsing or syntax analysis is the third phase of
NLP. The purpose of this phrase is to draw exact meaning, or you
can say dictionary meaning from the text. Syntax analysis checks
the text for meaningfulness compared to the rules of formal gram-
mar. For example, a sentence like “hot ice cream” would be rejected



by the semantic analyzer.[23] Syntactic Analysis assigns a seman-
tic structure to the text, i,e, gives a logical meaning to the text. It
applies grammar rules to a group of words or a whole sentence to
provide it with meaning. The rules are not applicable to an individ-
ual word. Semantic Analysis aims at finding the role played by a
word in a sentence. Interpret the relationship between words, Inter-
pret the grammatical structure of sentences. Syntactic analysis [24]
gets at the structure or grammar of the sentences. Processing a sen-
tence syntactically involves determining the subject and predicate
and the place of nouns, verbs, pronouns, etc. Given a lexicon telling
the computer the part of speech for a word, the computer would be
able to just read through the input sentence word by word and in
the end, produce a structural description[25]

4.4 Pragmatic Analysis
An analysis of the pragmatics of a text is part of the process of ex-
tracting information from it. More specifically, it is the part of the
course that deals with analyzing a structured set of text and finding
what the meaning is. Pragmatics is “the analysis of the real mean-
ing of an utterance in a human language, by disambiguating and
contextualizing the utterance”. This is accomplished by identify-
ing ambiguities encountered by the system and resolving them us-
ing one or more types of disambiguation techniques. [21]Pragmatic
analysis helps users to discover this intended effect by applying a
set of rules that characterize cooperative dialogues, for e.g., “close
the window?” should be interpreted as a request instead of an order.

4.5 Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is the computational study of
people’s opinions, sentiments, emotions, appraisals, and attitudes
towards entities such as products, services, organizations, individ-
uals, issues, events, topics, and their attributes [60].t. Sentiment
analysis provides companies with a means to estimate the extent
of product acceptance and to determine strategies to improve prod-
uct quality. It also facilitates policy makers or politicians to analyze
public sentiments with respect to policies, public services or polit-
ical issues.[61]The architecture of Sentiment analysis has 5 ma-
jor steps, a corpus, a document processing unit, document analysis
unit,lexicon and linguistic resources and finally sentiment scores
for entities and aspects. The input to the system is a corpus of doc-
uments in any format (PDF, HTML, XML, Word, among others).
The documents in this corpus are converted to text and are pre-
processed using a variety of linguistic tools such as stemming, tok-
enization, part of speech tagging, entity extraction, and relation ex-
traction. The system may also utilize a set of lexicons and linguistic
resources. The main component of the system is the document anal-
ysis module, which utilizes the linguistic resources to annotate the
pre-processed documents with sentiment annotations. The annota-
tions may be attached to whole documents (for document-based
sentiment), to individual sentences (for sentence based sentiment)
or to specific aspects of entities (for aspect-based sentiment). These
annotations are the output of the system and they may be presented
to the user using a variety of visualization tools. [62]

4.6 Stemming and Lemmatization
Stemming is a procedure to reduce all words with the same
stem to a common form whereas lemmatization removes in-
flectional endings and returns the base or dictionary form of a
word.[63]Stemming has been the most widely applied morpho-
logical technique for information retrieval. With stemming, the
searcher does not need to worry about the correct truncation point

of search keys. Stemming also reduces the total number of dis-
tinct index entries [64]. Hull [65] also found that stemming is al-
ways useful with short queries. With short queries and short doc-
uments, a derivational stemmer is most useful, but with longer
ones the derivational stemmer brings in more non relevant docu-
ments. Lemmatization is another normalization technique: for each
inflected word form in a document or request, its basic form, the
lemma, is identified. The benefits of lemmatization are the same as
in stemming.[64] In addition, when basic word forms are used, the
searcher may match an exact search key to an exact index key. Such
accuracy is not possible with truncated, ambiguous stems. Homo-
graphic word forms cause ambiguity (and precision) problems –
this may also occur with inflectional word forms [66].

4.7 Keyword Extraction
Keywords, which we define as a sequence of one or more
words, provide a compact representation of a document’s con-
tent.Keywords are widely used to define queries within information
retrieval (IR) systems as they are easy to define, revise, remember,
and share[67]. The automatic keyword extraction is treated as a
supervised machine learning task, an approach first proposed by
Turney [68]. Treating the automatic keyword extraction as a su-
pervised machine learning task means that a classifier is trained
by using documents with known keywords. The trained model is
subsequently applied to documents for which no keywords are as-
signed: each defined term from these documents is classified ei-
ther as a keyword or a non-keyword; or—if a probabilistic model
is used—the probability of the defined term being a keyword is
given.[69]

5. LIMITATIONS OF DEEP LEARNING AND
THEIR MITIGATIONS

5.1 Ambiguity
For decades, ambiguity has been a challenging issue for NLP re-
searchers. In spite of some results on resolving ambiguity problems
that have been obtained, a number of important research problems
have not been solved yet [19]. The input presented by the user can
be ambiguous in its tone and the intentions of the input. What is
said can differ in meaning and connotation. . Ambiguity has been
a critical issue for human-computer interaction because of its per-
vasiveness in everyday life, yet its emergent nature challenges the
role of design.[17]Several types of ambiguity have been identified.
These include structural, syntactical, form class, word sense, and
local ambiguity. Structural Ambiguity occurs when one can devise
multiple parse trees for a statement. Syntactic ambiguity is a gram-
matical ambiguity of a whole sentence that occurs in the sub-part
of a sentence. It is a grammatical construct and results from the dif-
ficulty of applying universal grammatical laws to a sentence struc-
ture.[17]

5.2 Colloquialisms and slang
Informal phrases, expressions, idioms, and culture-specific lingo
present a number of problems for NLP – especially for models in-
tended for broad use. Because as a formal language, colloquialisms
may have no “dictionary definition” at all, and these expressions
may even have different meanings in different geographical areas.
Furthermore, cultural slang is constantly morphing and expanding,
so new words pop up every day.[20] Humans can understand the
connotation and sarcasm in the speech of a person, but that is not



the case with machines. Machines fail to understand sarcasm and
can take the literal meaning of a particular sentence.

6. APPLICATIONS OF NATURAL LANGUAGE
PROCESSING

6.1 Health Care
The health care system has a large number of documents and med-
ical reports. The data stored is unstructured data and thus Natural
Language Processing plays an important role in processing these
documents. Electronic Medical Records (EMR) are the e-version
of these records and use NLP for preprocessing. Although research
in the medical informatics field only recently gained popularity, re-
searchers have applied NLP techniques to medical vocabulary for
some time.[6]The Specialist system is being developed at the Na-
tional Library of Medicine (NLM) [12, 8-11] and is intended to
function as an information-extraction tool for biomedical knowl-
edge bases, and the Medline abstracts in particular. The Linguistic
String Project-Medical Language Processor (LSP-MLP) of New
York University is the first (and up till now the longest-lasting)
large-scale project about NLP in medicine [6]. The LSP-MLP aims
at enabling physicians to extract and summarize sign/symptom in-
formation, drug dosage, and response data, to identify possible side
effects of medications, and to highlight or flag data items [13]

6.2 Industrial Applications
Natural Language Processing has been used in various domains.
For instance, the first search engine allowing one to search a
database in natural language, SMART, appeared in the early 1960s
[14], as did the first systems able to converse with humans, the most
well-known example being ELIZA, which simulated a “Rogerian
psychotherapist” [15]. Applications such as “semantic” enterprise
search engines, document categorizers, speech recognizers, and –
last but not least – conversational agents, also known as virtual as-
sistants or “chatbots” have paved their way in different industrial
applications.[16]

6.3 Question Answering Models
With the aid of Natural Language Processing, one can construct a
question answering system that, when given a question, can analyze
the text and present an appropriate answer. Question and answering
(QA) is a system that is able to automatically understand and build
answers to human user questions which are posed in natural lan-
guage.[17] Nowadays there is multiple software that uses Natural
Language Processing for answering their queries. The NLP model
is able to extract information from the text, analyze the question
and think for a suitable answer. The QA system is expected to al-
low users to ask questions in an ”everyday language”. Answers may
be long or short, they may be lists or narrative. They may vary with
the intended use and intended user [18]To answer the question, the
system must be able to analyze the question first. Questions can
be distinguished by their type; factual, opinion, or summary. If the
question is in the context of ongoing interaction, the answer must
be consulted with the online resource. Normally, the answer is pre-
sented in some kind of form [18].

6.4 Information Retrieval
Information is an abstract and ethereal entity. Providing timely ac-
cess to relevant information has always been difficult and since
the explosion in the volume of information especially in recent

decades, effective access to information has now become a criti-
cal task. In order for human beings to communicate information to
each other and to record it, we use either formal artificial languages
like computer programming languages or mathematical logic, or
more commonly, we use natural language.[41]Many Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) techniques, including stemming, part-of-
speech tagging, compound recognition, de-compounding, chunk-
ing, word sense disambiguation, and others, have been used in In-
formation Retrieval (IR).[40]The impact of NLP on information re-
trieval tasks has largely been one of promise rather than substance.
The relationship between NLP and information management based
on content has not been quite as symbiotic compared to NLP and
Machine Translation. The content-based manipulation operations
we refer to include indexing and retrieval, categorization, classi-
fication, filtering, and so on. If we broadly define information re-
trieval to be the retrieval of textual information based on its content
then we see that NLP tools and techniques do not have very much
impact on our current generation of information retrieval systems.
[39]The simplest applications of NLP to information retrieval have
been at the word level by indexing based on some normalized or
derived form of individual words occurring in the input.[41]

6.5 Web Mining
With the huge amount of information available online, the World
Wide Web is a fertile area for data mining research. Web mining
research is at the crossroads of research from several research com-
munities, such as database, information retrieval, and within AI,
especially the sub-areas of machine learning and natural language
processing.[42]Some have claimed that resource or document dis-
covery (IR) on the Web is an instance of Web (content) mining and
others associate Web mining with intelligent Ilk. Actually II1. is the
automatic retrieval of all relevant documents while at the same time
retrieving as few of the non-relevant documents as possible [43]. In-
formation Extraction(IE) has the goal of transforming a collection
of documents, usually with the help of an IR system, into infor-
mation that is more readily digested and analyzed [44]Building IE
systems manually is not feasible and scalable for such a dynamic
and diverse medium such as Web contents [46]. Due to the nature
of the Web, most IE systems focus on specific Web sites to extract.
Others use machine learning or data mining techniques to learn the
extraction patterns or rules for Web documents semi-automatically
or automatically [45]

7. CONCLUSION
Natural Language Processing is a relatively new field but it has seen
various evolutions in recent times. NLP employs computational
techniques for the purpose of learning, understanding, and produc-
ing human language content. Early computational approaches to
language research focused on automating the analysis of the lin-
guistic structure of language and developing basic technologies
such as machine translation, speech recognition, and speech syn-
thesis.[27]. The abundant volume of natural language text in the
connected world, though having a large content of knowledge, is
becoming increasingly difficult to disseminate by a human to dis-
cover the knowledge in it, specifically within any given time limits.
The automated NLP is aimed to do this job effectively and with
accuracy like a human does (for a limited amount of text).[26].
The paper summarizes common NLP sub-problems in this exten-
sive area, as well as the historical development of NLP. It also ex-
plains a few of the many applications of NLP such as Health Care,
Industrial Applications, and the Question Answering Model. Many



of the medical e-documents have been processed using NLP soft-
ware. Doctors are using NLP-powered chatbots to serve patients
efficiently. The paper also goes through the industrial Applications
of NLP that provide an automated voice assistant and Document
Processor. Many of the Education Fields also are powered by an
NLP Question Answering Model.
Along with its applications, there are certain limitations that still
need attention. Many NLP models are not capable of understanding
human sarcasm and can take the literal meaning of the sentences.
They create a set of rules for understanding a language and strictly
follow them without considering the overall meaning of the sen-
tences. Many NLP models are trained in a few of the popular lan-
guages and are unable to understand other languages. Many of the
models are so complex that they cannot be integrated into a device
with low computing power.
After providing a brief description of common machine-learning
approaches that are being used for diverse NLP sub-problems, we
discuss how modern NLP architectures are designed. Certain NLP
techniques have become very popular since their advent. Tech-
niques such as morphological analysis and lexical analysis are in-
tegral to the development of any NLP application. Syntactic Anal-
ysis, Pragmatic Analysis, Information retrieval are the other few
techniques that are part of NLP modeling. We have tried to cover
all of the aspects of NLP. But there is still scope for further research.
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